OPENING BITE
BEEF CHICHARRONE .............................................................. paired w/ Sarka Pilsner

APP DUO
BEER BOILED PEANUT HUMMUS & SPENT GRAIN CRACKERS .... paired w/ Lovebird Strawberry/Raspberry Wheat
SMOKED SHRIMP HUSHPUPPY W/ COMEBACK SAUCE ..................... paired w/ Secret Birthday Beer*

ENTREE
LONG BONE BEEF RIBS W/ RED CHIMICHURRI .............................. paired with Fennario IPA

SIDES
BEEF FAT HOMEFRIES with charred onion ranch
BAKED STREET CORN with chorizo and potato chips
TONKATSU BRAISED COLLARD GREENS

DESSERT
CHOCOLATE CHESS TURNOVER W/ NITRO COFFEE ICE CREAM
paired with Rainy Day Blues Blueberry Baltic Porter

*The Secret Birthday Brew is a sneak peak of the Wild Ale Jackalope is brewing for its 8th Birthday party on Saturday, April 20th. Fermented with wild yeast cultivated at Glen Leven farm in Nashville, TN, this beer promises unique flavors.

Friday, April 19, 2019